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Abstract: The holding of winter Olympic Games in China indicates that China’s sports has achieved a great degree of progress. At the same time, it also has a great impact on the sports information work. It will promote a great improvement in sports information access, information services and other aspects, as well as greatly stimulate the progress of sports information work. Therefore, this paper will emphatically analyze the impact on sports information work for holding the winter Olympic Games in China.
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Successful applying for the 2012 winter Olympic Games of Beijing and Zhangjiakou in 2013 has encouraged the great ambition of majority of sports athletes, created opportunities for sports development in China and provided chances for the development of sports information work [1-7]. Because the holding of winter Olympic Games would require support from sports information, it has become an important work of sports departments at all levels to adjust and optimize the sports information work, which includes increasing the action strength, building a perfect sports information organization, innovating the theory of sports information science and improving sports information services quality. Therefore, it will have a positive impact on sports information work for China to hold the winter Olympic Games.

1. Instruction of Sports Information

The concept of information is always developing. Information was regarded as the content of library information in 1980s. Under the background of booming development of science and technology, the implication of information was expanded in 1990s. With the progress of times and the development of science and technology, sports information has been defined as the representative that reflects sports rules and imagination after words, numbers, and signals are conveyed and processed. Therefore, sports information includes sports management and decision information, sports teaching information, sports technology information, and sports competition information and so on. In summary, based on relevant literatures, it is obvious that sports information is practical. China should correctly define the concept of sports information when holding Winter Olympics, and adjust sports information tasks scientifically and reasonably from the perspective of understanding of sports information, which will promote the development and progress of sports information work in the true sense.

2. Development Status of Sports Information Work in China

Combined with the actual situation of sports information work in China in recent years, the development of sports information has the following trends.

2.1 Certain Expansion of Domestic Sports Information Work Area

Sports information work, which started from the 1980s, has transformed from the mode of a single
transmission and acquisition to a new mode of multiple channels sports information service with the influence of computer technology, network technology, information technology and other science and technology. Moreover, with the attached significance of governments, national sports departments at all levels and physical education school, the sports information work has been paid great attention in recent years, which makes the sports information work be expanded to a large extent.

2.2 Further Academic Research of Sports Information

In the primary stage of sports information development, the academic research mainly focuses on the aspects of sports training, sports scientific research and sports teaching, which makes the academic research of sports information limited and not comprehensive. With the rapid development of China’s economy, science and technology, the sports information research has made a great progress. The research goal set is more thorough, research object is more widespread, research method is more diverse, which promotes the academic research of sports information to develop in a direction of informatization, networking and diversified [8-14].

2.3 Gradually Perfect of Sports Information Organization

Business of sports information center of the reformed State Administration of Sports has been continuously deepened; various project management centers of the State Administration of Sports have formed the information department; libraries of physical education colleges and universities have strengthened the resources construction. All these conditions make sports information organization gradually perfect. In the specific development of sports information, service model of sports information is appropriately adjusted on the basis of sports development demand, the service quality of sports information is improved, so as to provide important basis for the optimization and adjustment of sports activities. Therefore, in order to complete sports information organizations and to bring their effects into full play, relevant departments and personnel should adjust the structure of these organizations by combing with the current situation of sports information under the favorable situation when these organizations are improved gradually to make these organizations deal with sports information affairs, to arrange proper staff in the proper posts, to raise the use rate of sports information resources, and to bring the effect of sports information into full play.

2.4 Many New Academic Outcomes of Sports Information Are Made in China Recently

From the perspective of the current situation of sports information research, China innovates basic theories and application theories of sports information to some degree, laying a solid foundation for the expansion and innovation of sports service methods and approaches, providing favorable conditions for the optimization development of academic sports journal editing and publication, promoting the further development of sports information education, and speeding up digital construction of sports information resources. Therefore, these academic outcomes of sports information are applied ones. However, from the perspective of Winter Olympics and sports career development need, the theoretical knowledge of sports information could not support relevant tasks and Winter Olympics yet, and could not make contributions to sports career development [3]. Therefore, relevant researchers should devote themselves to researching sports information; make breakthroughs and innovation; make new academic outcomes; promote the further development of sports career.

3. Problems and Challenges Faced in the Development Sports Information in China

In spite of the great development of sports information field in our country, the constantly
internal and external environment influences, together with many other factors, make the development of sports information in China encounter many problems and challenges.

3.1 Lagging Theoretical Research of Sports Information Science

Theoretical works of sports information about its theoretical research and development are rare and published in early days, and there is almost no theory breakthrough and works updating in the sports information in recent years. Under such a circumstance, the sports information work in our country is in the double influence of the modern information age and the traditional sports information theory. The further innovation and development of sports information work is quite difficult. Thereby, relevant departments and experts in charge of sports information should attach great importance to the issue that theoretical research of sports information science lags behind [15-18].

3.2 Diversified Demand Puts Forward Higher Requirements for Sports Information Work

With the application of network technology, information technology, computer technology and other science and technology, people pay more and more attention to intelligent life. Correspondingly, demands of sports information users for sports information have also changed, that is to require the sports information services to be diversified. In order to meet the demands of the majority of sports information users, improving the work requirements has become an inevitable situation in the process of developing sports information work. Only by high demand of sports information work can it change the status of sports information staff, status of sports information technology and sports information service, thus efforts to innovate and develop sports information services, meet the needs of sports information users [19-25].

3.3 The Professional Talent Team Construction Should Be Improved

From the perspective of the practical situation of domestic professional talent team construction, sports information talents emerge in large numbers indeed, but it does not mean that the professional high-quality and high-skill talent team has been built. That is because most of relevant personnel are not professional enough, with low comprehensive quality and poor professional skills, so they will have difficulties in work and the relevant sports information transmission, application, and contribution will not good enough, which will not be beneficial to the healthy development of sports information work. It is certain that there are many factors that sports information personnel fail to meet the requirement of the talent team construction. Therefore, relevant departments should find the major reasons to make the effective strategies to strengthen their education and training and to improve their level [26-29]. In addition, sports information personnel’s lack of professional knowledge, skills, and low quality are major important reasons which restrict the team construction, so relevant departments should pay more attention to it in the subsequent sports information work.

3.4 The Unified Basic Technical Standards Should Be Confirmed in the Process of Resource Development

At present, the unified, scientific, and reasonable basic technical standards are lacked in the current sports information resource development, which has negative influence on sports information work to some degree. Concretely speaking, sports information personnel do not integrate relevant resources according to the unified basic technical standards when collecting sports information. As a result, some resources in other formats will not be applied effectively; the effect of sports information will not be improved; sports information will not lay a solid foundation for the sports career optimization. Therefore, the lack of the unified basic technical
standards, to some degree, restricts the application of sports information and has negative influence on sports information work, so relevant departments should make the unified basic technical standards in the subsequent work [30-35].

4. Influence on Sports Information Work for China to Hold the Winter Olympic Games

Under the circumstance that our sports information work faces many problems and challenges, the holding of winter Olympic Games will make a positive and active impact on sports information for China, promote the sports information work to adjust and optimize correctly, solve problems and face up to challenges, so as to develop well.

4.1 The Holding of Winter Olympic Games Promotes the Theoretical Innovation of Sports Information Science

Compared with the developed countries in Europe and America, the relatively low level for theory and practice of sports information in our country is not conducive to promoting the development of sports information work. However, we actively reference to the theory and practical experience of foreign countries in holding the winter Olympic Games, which not only lays a solid foundation for the successful hosting of the Winter Olympics Games, but also provides a basis for the theoretical innovation of sports information in China. Therefore, by learning from the foreign sports theory and combining the national sports characteristics, the theoretical research of our sports information science would acquire new sports information science theories that are suitable for the development of sports information in China.

4.2 The Holding of Winter Olympic Games Promotes the Construction of Sports Information Institutions in China

We need to take advantages of sports information and give full play to the academic role of sports information, so as to provide assistants for Beijing to hold the winter Olympic Games. In order to scientific and reasonably apply the sports information, sports departments at all levels of our country should actively carry out the establishment of sports information department, be responsible for sports information research, technology development of sports information, sports information services , thus to better support the holding of Winter Olympic Games [7]. So, the holding of Winter Olympic Games in China would promote the importance of sports information work and arouse the pace of establishing the sports information institutions at all levels of sports departments.

4.3 The Holding of Winter Olympic Games Promotes the Talents Cultivation of Sports Information

Support of sports information is needed to hold the winter Olympic Games, but the support of talents in sports information is more needed. With the support of talents in sports information, the research of sports information, technology research of sports information and sports information services can be completed with high quality, thus to create conditions for the successful holding of the winter Olympic Games. Therefore, sports related departments should fully realize the importance of talents cultivation of sports information, increase the training intensity of sports information technology professional knowledge, and enhance the professional knowledge level of sports information staff. Moreover, they should also organize to edit textbooks and journals related to the information, provide learning resources to sports information personnel, thus actively to cultivate excellent and professional sports information talents [35].

Winter Olympics will promote international exchange and cooperation of sports information.

China will hold Winter Olympics in 2022, which will promote the international exchange and cooperation of sports information. The reasons are as follows:
(1) Foreign digital sports information resources will be led in. In order to hold Winter Olympics successfully, Chinese sports information organizations will lead in foreign advanced digital sports information resources, and use these resources in flexible and diversified ways to realize the exchange and combination between domestic and foreign sports information, to provide true, effective, and practice sports information, and to lay a solid foundation for Winter Olympics. Therefore, Winter Olympics will promote international sports information exchange and collaboration.

(2) Construction of sports information websites will promote foreign exchange. In order to make Chinese people acquire the latest news of Winter Olympics at the first time, relevant departments should build sports information websites to convey relevant information. Foreign countries are interested in the process of Winter Olympics in China as well, so both Chinese version and foreign language versions of information websites should be provided, to provide a platform for foreigners to talk about sports information [9], which will be favorable to the improvement of sports information.

(3) Strengthening digital construction of sports information resources will promote international collaboration. Digital technology of sports information resources is relatively mature in Europe and America, which could provide professional theoretical guidance for Chinese digital construction of sports information resources. In order to assure that Winter Olympics could be successfully held in China, sports information departments and personnel should refer to European and American digital technology of sports information resources, and scientifically and reasonably construct digital sports information resources by combining with the practical situation of application of sports information in China, to make these digital resources play an important role in Winter Olympics and to create conditions for international sports information exchange [10]. Therefore, Winter Olympics makes the exchange and collaboration between Chinese and foreign sports information possible.

5. Conclusion

Sports departments at all levels of our country would fully realize the importance of establishment of sports information organization, talents cultivation of sports information, theoretical innovation of sports information science under the background of China’s successful applying for the Winter Olympics Games. They would take more forcefully actions to change the status of sports information work, adjust and optimize the sports information work. Also, efforts would be made to solve problems and combat challenges. Therefore, it has an more positive and active impact on sports information for China to hold the Olympic Games.
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